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IMPORTANT DATES
FOR SUMMER 2003:
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FULL SESSION  June 22nd–Aug. 16th
SESSION I     June 22nd–July 19th
SESSION II    July 2oth–Aug. 16th

Parent’s Visit
July 11th & 12th** NEW DATES!
August 1st & 2nd
(Make or adjust your hotel/motel
reservations now!)

News From the Peninsula
Camp was beautiful two weekends ago and the leaves were
just starting to turn.  We didn’t see much of Tim or Steve
because they were working on the new boys perch at a very
fast pace.  The second layer of sub-flooring has gone down in
preparation for cement to be poured on it.  A single shade has
been taken down off of one of the cabins to try and see if the
graffiti can be successfully washed off of it.  Black marker is
a tough one and many of the shades and cabin boards have
been written on much to our dismay in recent summers.
Over next summer many repeat offenders will be assisting
Merritt during Service to sand their names off of the walls
and rafters along with others.  Most of the reservations for
next summer's trip program have been made and Camp also
recently purchased two brand new Tige' ski boats.  Much
needed terracing with dirt is going on along the Junior boys
line down to the Yacht Club to minimize the exposed tree
roots due to erosion.  Grass seed has been spread too and also
up by the tennis courts and road.  Canoe dock needs to be
unbolted and raised for the winter and without the canoes on
its rack it is a quiet and peaceful place to visit.  Food Service
and the Mess Hall got a new coat of stain which looks great
and will have a lot of time to soak in before summertime.
Lastly, the beautiful white canoe from up in the Mess Hall's
rafters came down and Matt and Nina strapped it to their car
for a trip to Syracuse.  This will be the fourth canoe to be
restored and we are excited because its a beauty even in its
roughness and age.

. Important Dates To Remember:

11/22/02  Advisory Meeting at Camp
       (2004 Reunion Planning Focus)
12/13/02  Advisory Meeting at Camp
01/17/03  Advisory Meeting
03/08/03  Winter Gathering NYC
05/23/03  Memorial Day Work Weekend
06/22/03  Campers Arrive!  Yahoo!!!!
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FALL Happy Halloween,
It has been a lovely and late fall at Adirondack this year.  The warm sunny days
have extended our tomato season, kept the Blue Heron lingering at the swamp
and provided us with several extra coatless trips to visit him.  Our October
Board meeting got us refocused on a number of important issues but also gave
us some precious time just to enjoy being at Camp.

2003 enrollment is going well and we seem to be tracking pretty evenly with last
year.  Therefore, we are hoping to be full some time in November.  Nevertheless,
we have decided to continue participating in several Camp Fairs.  Dates and
places will follow in later Tom Toms.

We are all excited about having two new waterski boats next summer.  And, we
know everyone will be happy about the new boys “perch” (bathroom, for those
of you who have forgotten).  Some major renovations will also be made to
Edgewater cabin in anxious anticipation of the arrival of a new little Basinet.

Our 100th celebration no longer seems so far off in the distance and therefore
the bulk of our November meeting will focus on the numerous details that are
involved in that preparation..  A part of this effort has been spent on the formal-
ization of The Adirondack Scholarship Foundation and we are happy to advise
you that it is almost complete.

Meanwhile, the phone is ringing, the sun is shining, or not shining,  and fellow
Adirondackees continue to drop in to say hello.  We are happy!
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2003 CAMPERS

Matt & Emilie Adams-Carlos & Jose’ Aguirre-Emily Allen-Matt Amsterdam-Elizabeth Aquilino-Molly
Ayer-Katelyn Aziz- Daria Badini-Andy & Scott Ball-Spencer &George Barton-Nick& Ann Bauer-Levey
-Guido Biondi-Jesse Birdsall-Harry Bradford-Russell Bradley-Jack Braun-John Breen-Oscar Brett-
Juliette Brindack-Darius Brown-Matthew Buerle-Mitchell & Allison Burhoe-Eliot Calhoun-Nicole
Campbell-Will Polk-Carey-Avery & Kendall Carpenter-Andrea Charriez-Chris Churchman-Nick Clark-
James Connors-Caroline & Margot da Cunha-Helene Darcey-Charles Darrow-TJ David-Marc & Paul
deKonkoly-Thege-Geoff & Miranda Dobbs-Gina Doria-August Doyle-Jeffrey Droms-Heather Duffy-
Phoebe Dunn-Andres Dupouy-Beryl Durand-Smet-Brent & Lauren Ellman-Harrison Evarts-Beth Ferris-
William Forget-Parent-Carolyn & Clarke Fox-Danny Freeman-Wyn & Wallis Furman-Jacob Gager-
Peter Gallagher-Matt Garaufis-Brendan Garrison-Mary Taylor Gibbs- Dile Giudici-Charlotte & Lily
Goff- Alice Goldenberg-Ward Goodenough-Joel & Garret Gothelf-Susan Greenberg-Niccolo Gregoratti-
Amanda Gutterman-Nicholas & Amanda Haik-Elizabeth Hardinge-Jack Harrington-Mason & Taylor
Hiel-Zeke  Hirschberg-SethHochberg-Robert & Jesse Hoffman-Hillary Hosier-J.R.Howe-Rebecca
Hudson-Nadia Jafar-Rachael,Amy & Jane Johnston-Sarah Jones-Christina Juan-Oliver,Rebecca &
Alexander Kagle-Josh Kaye-Ashley & Emily Kellam-Clay & DianeKerchof-Margot & Benjamin
Kessler-Jessa Kinney-Hudson Klebs-Allison Kudzy-Nicolette & Christian Lange-John Lankalis-
Jonathan Lee-Kyle Leedom-Zoe Mae &Julian Levin-Johanna & Mariah Levy-Danny Licker-Kate
Machtiger-Domenica,Piers & Iain MacNaughton-Matthew Macrini-Will & Duncan Mahood-Zack &
Kelsey Manning-James Manuso-Nicole & Eric Markow-Ellis Mathieu-TracyMcBride-Sarah &
Katherine McCarty-Tim McClung-Brendan McEntee-KyrstieMcGuire-Paige & Aidan Medley-Duncan
Menaker-Hannah Mercuris-Bailey Miller-Gabriella Mioton-Lili Mortimer-Luis & Daniel Nassar-Tyler
Nebel-Andrew &Trevor Nederlof-Lauren Newton-Sarah O’Neal-Katherine Oberwager-Katie Orchard-
Nick Papadopoulos-Ray Paquet-Ned Parker-Michal Patchefsky-Luke & Paul Pelullo-Will & Catherine
Peterffy-Ben Phelps-Brian Rackson-Raphael Radna-Tessa Resta Flarer-Stephen Revelli-Seungbyn
Rhee-Madeline &  John David Roche-Walter Ross-Gabriella  & Xavier Rostand-Thomas Samph-Mary
Elizabeth & Louisa Sanford-ColinSantacroce-Anna Santoleri-Drew Saunders-Sam Schwarz-Matthew &
Isabelle Schweich-Ed & Natalie Seelig-Anna Shechtman-Sarah Smith-Hilary A.Smith-Hillary A.Smith-
Katherine & Eleanor Spevok-Elyssa,Sarabeth & Jenna Spitzer-Charlie & Jennifer Squier-
Virginia & Will Stattman-Ramsay Stevens-William Stokvis-Caroline Straus-Leda Strong-Byron Swartz-
Olivia Sweet-Jansyn Thaw-Charlotte Thompson-James & Peter Thompson-Kelly Ann Tully-Drew &
Leigh Tunney-Elsa Vreeland-Matthew Weeks-Sarah Weissman-Keter Weissman-Justin & Christopher
White-AngusWiessner-AndrewWittner-Zachary & Hillary Wool-Alexandra,Meghan & Jack Wright-
Teddy Wrong-Thomas & Claire Wunderlich-Nicholas & Caroline Yost-Joshua & Kara Youle
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We Started Out!         Alumni & Staff Notes:

Most Wanted List
Roger Abbott-Jeff Armstrong-Toby Ballentyne-Bill Barnes-

Walter Barton-Kent Bien-Artie Blight-Detlev Bohmer-Dave
Boudreau-Lee & Hank Bristol-Bill Cameron-Sean & Kyle Casey-
Jimmy & Andy Cohen-Robin Coleman-Derek, Doug & Jeff
Cranston-John Davenport-Rob DeMailley-Mike Diaz-John & Peter
Dixon-Bill Duke-Couiter & Stuart Duncan-Steve Foss-Bob Gruner-
Walter Haydock-David Heinlein-Ed Jaekel-Pete Kenyon-

 October 4th heralded the first Advisory Meeting of the 2003 season.  In attendance were Mitch, Hugh, and
Alice Mitchell, Carol Macrini, the Markows: Peter, Claire, Nicole, and Eric, Matt Basinet, Nina and Baby-
To-Be (February due date!), MO, Shawn, Lawler, and Zan Kang, Linda, Alex, and Merritt.  A lot of talk was
spent on this past summer and also Camp's future which is all good!  We still can't believe that Mitch and
Lawler went swimming not once, but twice over the weekend. BRRRRrrrr!  The air was warm, but the
water was chilly.  Nicki Youroukis is working full time for her parents and is saving up as much money as

she can.  She tells us she will be travelling to Whistler British Columbia to work at a huge resort located
there.  She will also be able to snow board every day too. Gillian Menaker checks in to say hi and is
enjoying the University of Michigan.  She is keeping in touch with Jono and says she is very close to
Ryan and Abby Harrell who live close by. "...so I have members of my Adirondack family here which is
nice..."  Jane Thatch recently returned from a vacation with her family in Yellowstone and is getting back
in to the swing of things at school.  She said the leaves were beginning to change in Utah and that it was
beautiful there.  Ibis Lester was back in town and Thatch was going to try and see her.  Courtney Kurpita
has moved to Hawaii and is nannying for a family and wants to take scuba lessons.  She says hi to
everyone and hopes to visit next summer with the other Hoosik Falls chicks (Tilley and Katie Bradley).
Camp's mailbox found a letter from Scott Briggs stating he liked the "Blue Heron" piece from the last
Tom Tom.  Thank you Scott - it is nice to get feedback on what our Adirondackees like.  The heron is
indeed a special and regal bird.  We hear from Carl Koschman that he was considering a career in
chicken farming and also that his brother Nate finished the Chicago marathon in 3.5 hours (How!)
Miranda Currie and Danny O'Farrell walked into a Thunder Bay university classroom and found out
they had class together.  Both are great and Miranda is loving life and recently bought herself a Blazer
that she appropriately is calling "Mr. Jimmy".  Philippe Boursiquot writes that”I am doing well, al-
though submerged by a heavy workload in Biochemistry at McGill University.”  This is his final year
and he is not sure what direction he will head in next year.  He is still playing the piano and also
volunteering at one of the local hospitals and, of course, thinking of Adirondack. Special congratula-
tions to David Karatz on his marriage to Jen.  In December they will be setting up home in Peekskill.
Rachid Imam checked in to say hello and  to let us know that he is really hoping he and his family will
be joining us for the 100th.  Hugh Ridleberger, III stopped by Camp the other day during his travels
and is planning on being here for the 100th also.

Keep your emails coming because you never know who might be looking for your name here.  If you
send it to me I promise to get you in print!              merritt@adirondackcamp.com
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C a m p e r
T i d b i t s :

Crazy Kate’s Kett le

At the Eastwoods School ceremonies commemorat-
ing the September 11th tragedies, Danny Freeman,
played trumpet solos of "God Bless America" and
"America the Beautiful".  Heather Duffy is back
into gymnastics and misses everyone so much espe-
cially Anna, Wallis, Louisa, and Elyssa, Brent,
Eric, JR, Danny, Will, Nick, all the counselors
especially Ryan Stroh and Danny O.  Beth Feriss
and Dan Nassar stopped by Camp along with Beth’s
mother, Mary Maloney.  It seems that Dan was
visiting Beth over the long weekend and they just
couldn’t resist a visit to Adirondack on the way to the
airport for Dan to return home.  Matt Amsterdam
has joined the fencing team at his school and is
fencing 3 times a week.  He is still active in the
Knickerbocher Greys, attends every Friday and is
now 2nd in command.Carolyn Fox plays soccer
after school and is busy staying in touch with pals
Alexandra Wright, Alice Goldenberg and Hillary
Smith.  They are all hoping to get together some
time  around the Bat Mitzah of Alice.  They are also
hoping that Daria Badini will be joing them from
Louisana. Amanda Gutterman wil also be Bat
Mitzahed this year.  She has been practicing her
Oboe and says she can’t wait for the summer to
arrive because she is staying 8 weeks this year. Zack
Manning takes piano lessons and also does Karate.
He is currently a brown belt.  He is always in touch
with his good buddy, Sam Swartz.

Paddler's Prefer:



CAROL’S CULINARY FUNSTERS CORNER
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CAMPING
Common Sense

 DOUBLE-APPLE WALNUT CAKE ala DOLLY
4 cups all purpose flour
1 3/4 tsp. Ground cinnamon
1 tsp. Baking powder
1 tsp. Baking soda
1/2 tsp. Salt
3/4 tsp. Ground nutmeg
3/4 cup chopped walnuts
1 1/2 cups butter (at room temp.)
2 1/2 cups granulated suger
4 eggs
1 1/2 cups unsweetened applesauce
1 Granny Smith apple, peeled, cored, cut into 1/4”
pieces

GLAZE
2 1/4  cups  confectioners’ sugar
1/4 tsp. Ground cinammon
1/8 tsp. Ground nutmeg
3-4 tbs. milk
apple slices and walnuts

CAKE : preheat oven to 350F.,butter and flour
a 12 cup Bundt  pan .  Combine first 6 ingredients.
Stir in the nuts.   At high speed beat butter until
smooth.
Beat in the sugar until fluffy. Reduce speed to low
Beat in eggs one at a time. Alternately beat in flour
and applesauce:beat 1 minute.Fold in apples.  Spread
in pan.  Bake 1hr.,15 minutes or until toothpick
inserted in center comes out clean.  Cool on rack 40
minutes.Remove from pan and cool.

GLAZE
Combine sugar, cinammon, and nutmeg..  Gradually
stir in milk until pourable.  Spoon glaze over cake.
Garnish with apple slices and walnuts.

"Sir" Peter's Ponderings:

How Does A Fly Land On The Ceiling?

Sir Peter's answer:  "Well...I have pondered this question many
times having been interrupted by buzzing sounds around my face
during Chemistry class.  Once interrupted my students carefully
watched the fly noting its exact latitude and longitude, so the by
the time I grabbed the fly swatter I would know exactly the
coordinates with which to place the swatter on its head..."
"ERrr-Hmmph."
"Ahhh…Sorry... back to the answer to the question:  A fly lands
by raising its two front legs above its head, making contact with
the ceiling and then brings its second and hind legs forward and
up to the ceiling.  The fly thus "flips" into a landing.  The
maneuver leaves the fly's body suspended upside down without
it ever having to do a full roll, a remarkable piece of topological
extrication.  How’s that?  See what you can learn in my Chemis-
try class?"

Think of the tent like your pack, as an extension of your
personality and a reflection of who you are.  Just as a neatly
packed backpack reflects a responsible hiker, so does a well-
pitched tent.  Be proud of your work and let it show!  A
loose, unevenly taut tent not only looks sloppy, but may
become damaged from flapping in the wind.
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ROCKCLIMBING

High on El Capitan in Yosemite Valley, two climbers struggle towards the rim.  The leader has one foot twisted in a crack, the
other foot frictions upon the face.  A hand is securely wedged by a jammed fist, the other fiddles with a piece of protection.  A
rope runs down from the leader between many protection points to the belayer who is securely anchored to the wall.  Beneath
them, 2500 feet of space, twice the height of the tallest buildings on earth.  The leader slips the protection in the crack, clips the
rope through it and proceeds upward.  One hand reaches higher and expands in the crack: a hand jam.  The other hand steadies the
body as the feet are moved.  The foot comes up, slips in the crack sideways and twists.  Once locked, the other hand moves in
sequence.  A rhythm develops.  Foot, hand, foot, hand.  Confidence exudes as the leader moves farther away from the last piece of
protection.
In El Capitan Meadow, a busload of gawking tourists overruns the tall grass.  They sport telephoto cameras and binoculars.  Each
wants to see "The Yosemite Climber".  Being the height of summer El Cap is littered with climbers.  Someone shouts that they
have seen the climbers.  They point to long sinuous cracks about two thirds the way up.  A small blue speck can be seen with a
tinier speck climbing above it.
On the wall, the crack has gotten smaller.  It is now the width of a finger.  The leader inserts the hand to the knuckle and twists, a
finger lock.  The feet must come out of their secure placement in the crack and look for holds on the face.  Awareness takes hold.
The leader looks down for re-assurance.  The belayer is casually watching a peregrine falcon circle lazily about the wall.
"Watch me", mutters the leader, this is kinda thin."
The belayer looks up and tightens up the rope.  The leader reaches higher and sinks another finger lock.  The feet are rolled up
into a miniscule edge, trying to take advantage of the most friction.  Another lock.  Toes are pressed into the flaring crack.  Mind
begins to take over, registering fears and admonitions.  Adrenaline surges propelling strength ever upward.  A large hold can be
seen, just out of arms reach.  A desperate lunge is needed.  The leader clears all thoughts from the mind, concentrates on the hold
and imagines catching it...the visualization is performed again.  Commitment.
But thoughts of 2500 feet of exposure race in, along with doubts and the fear of failure.  The leader yells down, "Watch
MEEEEEEE!"
A foot leaves the rock and gravity takes hold.  A fall.  The last piece is not far; only four feet away.  The belayer clinches the rope
and the leader comes to an abrupt stop.
"Are you alright, Mary?  Asks the belayer.

"No problem" she says, "just didn't have the psyc that time."
A cackling of voices erupts in the meadow.  "A fall, a fall!"  "Surely they have died.", "Can they be rescued?", "How do they get
the rope up there?"

There are many misconceptions about rockclimbing.  Falls are very rarely serious if climbing properly with another
experienced climber.  The climbers have brought the rope up there themselves clipping it through pieces of protection as they go.
If a fall should occur, the climber will only fall twice the distance to their last piece.  The belayer stops the climber by stopping
the rope.  Falls are an important part of climbing.  If we don't fall, we never push ourselves to our limits.  We can only be better
climbers by pushing ourselves and that's tough to do.

Another misconception is that climbers do not have fear.  Everyone has an instinctive fear of heights and fear of falling.
Its natural.  Climbing never removes those fears, it merely smoothes them out.  We know our bodies can accomplish the moves.
As we become better climbers, confidence begins to balance the fear.  You must be mentally secure in your abilities - then you
will be able to climb some amazing things.

The thought process Mary went through is typical of climbers.  She felt more confident on the easier part of the crack.
But as the climbing becomes more difficult our minds begin to work against us.  Doubts are instilled and we lose our focus.  In
such situations it is best to relax.  Clear the mind and focus on the task at hand.  Concentrate on the problem before you and
commit yourself to achieving the movements.  Visualize the move you are about to make and DO IT.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
OCTOBER NOVEMBER

Beth Ferris 10/2 John Roche   11/1
Katherine Sammis 10/3 Jesse Kove   11/2
Emma Williams 10/3 Pedro Dupouy 11/3
Ward Goodenough 10/5 John Breen 11/3
Gemma Badini 10/8 Dile Giudici 11/5
Justin White 10/9 Joel Gotthelf 11/5
Marc DeKonkoly-Thege  10/10 Zach Manning 11/6
Katherine Spevok 10/11 TJ David 11/9
Adam Elezi 10/13 Guido Biondi 11/11
Will Peterffy 10/13 Clay Woodruff 11/12
Colin Santacroce 10/18 Matthew Macrini 11/14
JR Howe 10/18 James Manuso 11/14
Paul De Konkoly-Thege     10/18 Spencer Barton 11/15
Caroline Straus 10/22 Josh Youle 11/20
John Oliver 10/24 Ray Paquet,Jr. 11/21
Michelle Tafer 10/26 Hillary Wool 11/23
Jesse Birdsall 10/28 Peter Gallagher 11/30
Paige Medley              10/29
Avery Carpenter 10/30 Dear Matt,

          This is Seth. I came to your camp last year.
I’m going to Adirondack Camp next year, as you
probably know.  I really enjoyed camp.  It was the best
ever.
           The most exciting part of camp was the Gold
Rush and Blue/White competitions. I wasn’t ashamed that White
Team lost  and I’m on the White Team! In the Gold Rush
my team had only  twenty ropes. At least I got two ropes.
I never had that much fun before.
             Next year should be thrilling. I already found out that
some of my friends are going to be there next year. Here are some
things I like about Camp “COUPS”,  becoming a “Brave”,fishing,
singing,, basketball and archery. These were all  fun and exciting
activities.

                                                  From your camper,
                                                               Seth

(Seth Hochberg’s homework
assignment was to write a
letter.  This is the one he
wrote.  His mother was
kind enough to share it
with us.)


